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Abstract
Much economic rationale for copyright is premised on incentives to create or
invest in creation/ dissemination of works. Underlying this is the assumption
that works are in short supply. However, in times of prosperity and digital
connections, these arguments may lose their force.
Nonetheless, as Akester has pointed out, users of works remain interested in
authorship and authenticity, traditionally the sphere of authors' moral rights.
This work in progress explores arguments which might illuminate the role of
copyright in times of plenty, both as to moral and economic rights. Can
parallels be drawn with unfair competition or with the use of 'Adwords' in
internet searching?
Introduction
In a colourfully titled article, Jessica Irvine, Economics Correspondent of the Sydney
Morning Herald, states “… economists owe their entire existence to the presence of
scarcity”.1 This is not promising for this paper, which posits that our digital age and
the internet may result in a situation where:a. works are not, in principle, scarce;
b. nor are the means for their publication and distribution.
However, after inviting readers to imagine a world without scarcity, Irvine goes on to
say “It’s scary to think we are all going to die, but it’s also ultimately what makes life
so precious. Scarcity is literally what gives value to our lives.”.
It will be argued that scarcity of time, particularly for users of works, remains relevant
to the economic justification of copyright. Under resource-rich but time-poor
conditions, the relative importance of the different rights under copyright may change,
as may the balance of interests between authors and users in maintaining those rights.
In particular, as Akester has argued, users’ interests in correct attribution and in
authenticity may be served by authors’ ‘moral’ rights of paternity and integrity.2
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Since the economics of glut appear to be largely non-existent, this paper starts by
reviewing the justifications for copyright that are traditionally put forward and
question whether they remain valid on the assumption of
a. glut rather than shortage of works; and
b. virtually cost-free means of distribution; but
c. shortage of time, especially users’ time
It shall raise some issues that may amenable to economics. As a lawyer, I shall greatly
appreciate the views of serci members as to where in the discipline of economics
answers might be sought. A starting point might prove to be the work of Tim Wu,3 or
possibly that of Pasidis.4 I shall not explore here the interesting phenomena of mass
digitisation and data mining,5 which may serve to assist time-poor users.
How do I envisage authors earning their daily bread? I shall borrow an approach
espoused by the free software movement, whereby creators rely upon ‘day jobs’ in the
service sector and create in their spare time.6 Advanced welfare systems may confer a
wider social benefit of supporting authors in their creative activities. Alternatively the
authors’ economy may be supported by remittances from outside.7
A summary of justifications for copyright
Both justifications for copyright and the rights under copyright may be classified into
‘economic’ and ‘moral’. Some may be regarded as hybrid, for example, resale royalty
right or ‘droit de suite’, is often treated along with moral rights. It is probably better
regarded as an economic right but justified by a moral argument – that of putting
visual artists (who derive income from the sale of originals) on a footing similar to
that of literary authors (who derive income from the sale of copies). Thus, there may
be moral justifications for economic rights and vice versa.
This brief resume cannot do proper justice to the splendid work of many serci
members8 but will use the grouping of the legal scholar Michael Spence9, whose
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classification has been adopted by Bently & Sherman.10 This comprises five classes of
justification – Natural, Justice/Reward, Incentive11, Neo-Classical Economics,
Democracy, which may overlap to a certain extent.
1.
Natural rights justifications commonly include arguments based on the work
of Hegel, whereby a work is seen as an extension of its author’s personality. In order
to protect her literary or artistic offspring, and her reputation as progenitor, the author
needs to protect the work from unauthorised exploitation, particularly from non- or
mis-attribution and inappropriate modification. This justification is thus seen as
supporting both economic and moral rights. For example, in Gilliam v ABC, the
creators of ´Monty Python´ were able to use economic rights in the US to prevent the
insertion of extensive advertising breaks into broadcasts of their work, thanks to
cautious licensing.12 However, if the work is abandoned, it may be treated as
‘orphan’, at least pending re-appearance of the author or her literary executor. Setting
a work loose on the internet may result in severance of the parental link, whether
voluntarily or by stripping out of metadata from representations of the work (a
particular issue with photographs). A Hegelian justification for copyright probably
survives into an age of glut, where the author may be well able to take responsibility
for the work through creative commons licensing of her rights.
Another significant justification in this group is based upon a Lockean or labour
theory, by which the author takes, say, words from the common pool and mixes in his
labour, propertising the resulting work. This probably has greater explicative power
for economic rights under copyright. In a time of plenteous works and copious
distribution, the value of labour added probably diminishes as compared with an era
of scarcity and Lockean justification for copyright with it.
2.
Justice/Reward
This form of justification sees the rights as a just reward for the labours of the author.
Although there can be other rewards, such as prizes, copyright rather elegantly
secures a situation where users /the public set the reward. The more prints of an art
work are sold, the greater the reward to the copyright holder, and so on. Lovelady has
posited online user voting as an alternative.13 However, like other phenomena such as
arts funding, this may be especially vulnerable to the cult of celebrity.14 The internet
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tends to intensify the celebrity effect and also provide better opportunities for obscure
creators (compared with the off-line world) but disadvantages those in the middle.15
Copyright possibly remains the most viable reward mechanism in economic terms for
the internet age. It also has a justice/public morality aspect by discouraging others
from ´reaping without sowing´. In the UK Lord Bingham of Cornhill has put it thus:“The law of copyright rests on a very clear principle: that anyone who by his
or her own skill and labour creates an original work of whatever character
shall, for a limited period, enjoy an exclusive right to copy that work. No one
else may for a season reap what the copyright owner has sown.16

3.
Incentive
Many sources cite an incentive model for copyright, whether as incentive for authors
to produce new works17 or as incentive for publishers and broadcasters to make the
necessary investment to disseminate works to a wide public. The incentive model is
cited by the European Union legislator in its harmonising directives. For example,
recital 4 to the Infosoc directive states (emphasis added)
“A harmonised legal framework on copyright and related rights, through
increased legal certainty and while providing for a high level of protection of
intellectual property, will foster substantial investment in creativity and
innovation, including network infrastructure…”18
Another way of expressing the incentive function is to regard it as a mechanism to
enrich the public domain.19 The existence of a thriving and free press is seen as
serving the human right to freedom of expression, for example under Art 10 of the
European Convention for Human Rights. Some have cast doubt on the incentive
function, for example, Breyer.20 It has better explicative value for economic rights
than for moral rights. Whatever its merits under conditions of scarce works and means
of dissemination, it is submitted that the incentive justification cannot survive under
conditions of copious supply of each, where everyone in principle can be author and
publisher.

4. Neo-classical economics
Here, legal rights under copyright are seen as reflecting the creation of economic
value and providing a means for avoiding the ´tragedy of the commons´, whereby
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resource available to the public is depleted by overuse. Alternatively it prevents the
market failure caused by the lack of natural exclusivity of works. Again, these
arguments are directed more to economic rights than to moral rights and are unlikely
to be valid in times of glut, where the commons are unlimited. An important criterion
here is to balance the benefit against any countervailing social costs,21 for example,
transaction costs. It will be argued that, in time of plenty, copyright may still provide
advantage to users of works in terms of reducing the search costs of locating authentic
works.
5. Democracy
This argument for copyright finds expression, for example, in the work of Netanel22;
it relates to enrichment of the public domain but is explicitly linked to copyright´s
ability to “enhance the independent and pluralistic character of civil society”. Again,
in time of plenty one assumes a copious supply of works representing a plural society
of authors; there would be no need for copyright to force others to design around
existing works to create a diversity of expression in the public domain. However,
copyright might remain a tool to assist users to navigate this diverse public domain
We may represent these justifications and the rights which they chiefly support in the
following diagram
Justifications - - >
Legal rights ¦
v
Economic rights (main)
- reproduction
- publication/distribution
- communication to the
public

Economic
justifications

Moral justifications

Natural rights, Hegel
Natural rights, Locke
Reward

Natural rights, Hegel
Justice

Incentive
Neo-classical
economics
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Moral rights (main)
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distortion or mutilation
work
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attribution of another’s
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Two observations may be made. Firstly, the box marked ** may be regarded as an
‘empty quarter’ in terms of literature to date, which tends to concentrate on the
limitation rather than the promotion of moral rights.25 Secondly, if we delete the
justifications for copyright which appear of dubious validity in time of plenty we
might suppose that justifications for copyright are limited indeed.26
Copyright as a law of user organisation?
Barnett has argued that, even if one discounts the incentive thesis, regarding
intellectual property as a law of organisation may produce the same conclusions as
incentive theories on the desirability of intellectual property regimes.27 His arguments
and analysis are in fact directed to patents as a means of industrial organisation. One
may question whether his models apply directly to copyright. However, his economic
insights point to a promising avenue - to look at copyright as a means by which use of
works may be organised.
How might users organise their use of works? Firstly, they may need to search for
works by author. Search engines such as Google provide powerful tools for this.
However, the experience of trade mark proprietors suggests that the power of search
engines may not only direct users to the correct authors, but also mis-direct users to
other sources, unconnected with the author whose name is being used as a search
term. This occurs especially because the operators of Google (and no doubt other
search engines) allow advertisers to purchase the use of words, including others’ trade
marks, as keywords or ‘adwords’. A user who (say) keys in ‘LUSH’, wishing to
purchase bathbombs from Lush Ltd, the originators of the product, may be led to the
website of Lush Ltd but even more likely may be led to purveyors of equivalent
products.28 In Google France 29, the Court of Justice of the EU held that such use did
not automatically infringe the rights of the trade mark proprietor, but only if use was
likely to affect the functions of the trade mark, particularly the origin function, such
that it “did not enable normally informed and reasonably attentive internet users or
enables them only with difficulty, to ascertain whether the goods or services referred
to in the ad originate from or are connected with the proprietor of the mark or, on the
other hand, from a third party”. In the latter circumstances, the advertiser might be
liable, though not Google. This state of affairs caused Alexander von Muhlendahl,
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former head of the Community Trade mark office OHIM, to remark on the poor state
of a law that allowed Google to sell others’ trade marks for significant sums.30
Recent cases such as Lush suggest that the courts are losing sympathy with an
argument raised by defendants in such cases31 – that the public’s and advertisers’
interests in access to technological development should be privileged over intellectual
property. In Lush, it was held that
“…this right of the public to access technological development does
not go so far as to allow a trader such as Amazon to ride rough shod
over intellectual property rights, to treat trade marks such as Lush as
no more than a generic indication of a class of goods in which the
consumer might have an interest.”32
Cases on the origin function of trade marks are relevant to the moral right of
attribution and the right against false attribution. This is supported by the work of
Celia Lurie which suggests that, from a sociological perspective, the cult of the author
looks like a brand phenomenon.
The moral right of integrity also has its parallel in the Adword cases. To cite the
Berne Convention art 6bis(1) refers to the author’s right to “object to any distortion,
mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the said
work, which would be prejudicial to his honour or reputation.” For trade marks with a
reputation, EU law gives the proprietor of a Community Trade Mark the right to
“prevent all third parties not having his consent from using in the course of
trade:
…
(c) any sign which is identical with or similar to the Community trade mark in
relation to goods or services which are not similar to those for which the
Community trade mark is registered, where the latter has a reputation in the
Community and where use of that sign without due cause takes unfair
advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the
Community trade mark.” (emphasis added)33
This function, too, has been considered in Google Adword advertiser cases, such as
Case C-323/09 Interflora v Marks & Spencer, especially paragraphs [60] to [64] and
[65] here the CJEU ruled that it was for the national court “to determine whether the
use of the sign complained of jeopardized the maintenance by the trade mark
proprietor of a reputation capable of attracting consumers and retaining their loyalty.”
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In the subsequent UK case of Interflora v Marks & Spencer34 Arnold J took the view
that this criterion would be satisfied where the image that the trade mark conveyed
was damaged. The legal parallels here are perhaps less exact.
Trade marks are seen as having a consumer protection and unfair competition
functions. It is submitted that the moral rights under copyright track trade mark rights
rather closely in the world of internet searching and can thus be seen as protecting
society at large through enabling the interests of fair competition, accurate indication
of authorship and the authenticty of works to be protected.
The legal ramifications of these arguments will be pursued in more detail elsewhere. I
should be very grateful for the views of SERCI congress attendants on economic
arguments and scholarship that may be relevant.
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